TECHNICAL SHEET

Composite bread technology
Presentation of wheat
Wheat is a monocot in the family Poaceae belonging to the genus Triticum (Debiton, 2010).
This annual plant produces an indehiscent dry fruit, the caryopsis (Debiton, 2010). Common
wheat (Triticum aestivum) and durum wheat (Triticum durum) are the two most widely
cultivated species in the world (Debiton, 2010). Soft wheat consists of three genomes with 7
pairs of homeologous chromosomes each, for a total of 42 chromosomes (Debiton, 2010). It
has a hexaploid genomic structure (AA BB DD) and durum wheat a tetraploid structure (AA
BB). It is mainly composed of starch which represents about 70% of the dry matter of the grain
and is located in the albumen (Debiton, 2010). Proteins represent between 10 and 15% of the
dry matter and are found in all tissues of the wheat grain with a higher concentration in the
germ and the aleurone layer (Pomeranz, 1988 cited by Debiton, 2010).
Durum wheat does not have the same requirements as soft wheat. It has high sunlight
requirements, low resistance to cold and humidity, average yields (generally lower than those
of common wheat, except for recent varieties), and a greater sensitivity to certain cryptogamic
diseases than common wheat (Alaoui and Yasuehi, 2005). Durum wheat requires a healthy
soil, well drained but not too prone to hydric stress especially during the period of
accumulation of reserves in the grain (Alaoui and Yasuehi, 2005). The installation of durum
wheat in poorly draining soils makes it more susceptible to cryptogamic diseases such as foot
rot and fusariosis (Alaoui and Yasuehi, 2005).
Soft wheat can be grown in all agricultural regions of Morocco. Soft wheat requires a healthy
soil, well drained but not too prone to water stress especially during the period of
accumulation of reserves in the grain (Alaoui and Yasuehi, 2005). The installation of soft wheat
in poorly draining soils can cause important damages due to cryptogamic diseases such as foot
rot and fusarium (Alaoui and Yasuehi, 2005).

Wheat in the composition of bread
According to the Larousse dictionary 2016, a composite is a material is formed of various
elements and not very homogeneous. In other words, it is an assembly of at least two
immiscible components whose properties complement each other. The new material thus
formed, heterogeneous, has properties that the components alone do not have. In the specific
case, it is the manufacture of bread based on wheat flour (85%) mixed with other flours of
cereals or tubers (15%).
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Figure 1 : structure of wheat seed (source Surget and Barron, 2005 cited by Debiton, 2010)

Different stages of development of wheat
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Figure 2 : Stages of development of wheat (source : Alaoui and Yasuehi, 2005)

Characteristics of the technology
Use of 15% millet, corn or cassava flour and 85% wheat flour to make bread.
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